
150KG MULTI POSITION TROLLEY

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Part List: 1. Lock Bar 1pc
2.Handle 1pc
3. Bar Extension 1pc
4. Bed 1pc
5.Tab Lock 1pc

Assembly Instruction:
1)Unpack, and set the trolley on a flat .level, dry, floor surface.
2)To lock the Handle vertically, push down on the Lock Bar(1),and pull the Handle(2)

to its upright position until it locks into place.
3)To raise the Handle to its full height, push down on the Lock Bar, then pull up on the

Handle until it clicks into place.
4)To extend the Bed(3&4),pull up on the Tab Lock(5) and unhook it from the support, then

slide the Bed Extension(3) out from the Bed(4) and hook the Tab Lock on the center
support.

5)To collapse the unit, unhook the Tab Hook(5),and push the Bed Extension all the way in,
then hook the Tab Lock on the support nearest the back wheels. Push down on the Lock
Bar(1),slide the Handle to its shortest height, then lower the Handle(2) to its fully
collapsed position. Be cautious not to pinch fingers or injure hands.

Attention:
1)Do not allow children to play with or near this item.
2)Do not exceed the maximum weight capacity for the trolley.
3)Always evenly balance the load to avoid tipping. Be aware of dynamic loading!
4)Do not stand, or allow anyone else to stand ,on the folding trolley as it may tip, cause

personal injury.
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Operation

1) Press down. (See Figure 1)
2) Stretch to both sides. (See Figure 2)
3) Rotate 180° to fix. (See Figure 3)
4) Press down on the bottom to secure and pull the handle up. (See Figure 4)
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